The whereabouts of Sitamma were made known by Hanuman.

Hanuman by Sitamma whereabouts (sign. trace) (it) was made known

Notes:

నీ (CP Brown Dict p. 0648) [ ni ] ni. [Tel.] affix. An ending or sign of the second or accusative case, as in జిత్తే.


విగిం, దక్కణ, పరశవము. A method, manner, పరము, పరము.

చటుటాడిగు the foot of a tree.

అడగురయ a stone at the bottom of a pot.

వనాడిగుల జడ they traced his footsteps and followed him.

వదతమగు, వశదమగు.

ఆకథనుఅడగునుంచచపప tell the story from the beginning.

వనఅడగుల జడ they traced his footsteps and followed him.

తలయు (CP Brown Dict p. 0551) [ teliyu ] teliyu. [Tel. from తల lit. to become white or plain.] v. n. To appear, come to light. To be known, perceived, seen, felt. To be discovered, or found. వననుంచచపప, వననుంచచపప.